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Attix 8 / Attix 12 Paper Dust Bags replaced
by Synthetic Dust Bags
On January 1st, 2010 Nilfisk-ALTO formally launched the new Attix 30 and 50 model wet/dry
vacuums. These vacuums are replacing the older Attix 8 and 12 model wet/dry vacuums. The
dust bags used inside the new Attix 30/50 machines are made of a stronger, synthetic material
(polypropylene) and can be used inside the older Attix 8 and 12 machines. For this reason,
Nilfisk-ALTO will be standardizing on the new style synthetic bags for the Attix 8/12/30/50
model vacuums.
The new, synthetic dust bags are white in color and have a noticeably different shape than the
paper dust bags (see photo, bottom left). The shape of the bags is different because the
synthetic bags are designed to fill underneath the filter element; whereas the paper bags are
designed to fill around the filter element. Nilfisk-ALTO’s engineering group has successfully
tested the new synthetic bags in the older Attix 8 and 12 machines and reported no technical
or performance related issues.

Top: Synthetic, Bottom: Paper

Synthetic Bag in shown Attix 30

Synthetic Bag shown in Attix 50

Synthetic bags are becoming more popular in the vacuum cleaner industry because of the
many benefits they provide. They have higher air permeability which reduces performance
loss and higher resistance to tearing from moisture or impact over traditional, paper bags.
Nilfisk-ALTO is offering these higher performance bags at no extra cost. We believe our
customer’s will enjoy the price, performance and interchangeability of these new bags.
5/pack Paper Bag P/N
302000449 (Atttix 8)
302000527 (Attix 12)

Replaced by 5/pack Synthetic bag P/N
302004000 (Attix 30)
302004004 (Attix 50)

Please Note: It is NOT recommended to use the Attix 8/12 paper bags in the new Attix 30/50
machines. Nilfisk-ALTO will continue to offer paper dust bags for the older WAP Turbo and
SQ series machines.
For questions regarding Nilfisk-ALTO products, please contact our Customer Service
Department at 1-800-645-3475.

